
Cuff Collection Multi-Height Meeting TablesBalanced transparency and tailoring

C U M B E R L A N D

beautiful objects that work



The transparency of precision-cut polished stainless steel in the Morse Code 

pattern provides visual balance to the mass of the continuous-base shown 

here with a walnut top and Clover chairs.

Cuff Meeting Tables
Designed by Travis Clifton



An all-metal base with the Basketweave pattern cuff and stone top 

make for a clean, contemporary aesthetic, complemented by the scale 

of Clover chairs.

Options for tops, cuff patterns, and bases mean each table can express 

exactly the right personality while base heights match function. Here a  

glass top, painted Polka pattern cuff, and a wood base share the spirit with  

Li bar-height stools.



The Cuff Collection brings diverse materials together with precision-cut patterns inspired by nature, craft, fashion, and 

architecture. The transparency of the cut-out metal is juxtaposed with the mass of the base and top, which can be 

specified in a variety of metal and wood finishes. Combining the elements in innumerable ways means tables as striking 

or light-hearted as environments call for.

Specifications
Tables have a tapered wood or tapered metal cylinder base with a decorative metal cuff. Tops can be painted glass, 

wood, solid surface, or stone. Four heights are available: 24" lobby height, 29" café height, 36" counter height, and 

42" bar height.  

Base Options
Cuff Pattern: Wave, Polka, and Morse Code are standard; Basketweave is also available

Wood:  Maple is standard; Rift White Oak, Walnut, and Option A Exotic Woods are optional

Finishes:  Available in any standard MP finish on Maple, any premium WO finish on Rift White Oak,  

 any premium WL finish on Walnut or any Option A Exotic Woods; custom finishes are  

 also available

Metal:  Polished and Satin Stainless Steel are standard; Statuary Bronze, Polished Brass, and  

 Painted Metal are also available

Surface Options
Top: 1.25"-thick wood top, .5"-thick tempered back-painted glass, three grades of 1.25"-thick  

 stone, or 1"-thick solid surface

Wood: Maple is standard; Rift White Oak, Walnut, and Option A Exotic Woods are optional

Finishes: Available in any standard MP finish on Maple, any premium WO finish on Rift White Oak,  

 any premium WL finish on Walnut or any Option A Exotic Woods; custom finishes are  

 also available

Solid Surface: Glacier White is standard

Glass: White Satin is standard; other painted glass colors are also available

Optional Electric: Round surfaces can have a single unit in the center; rectangle and boat-shaped units can  

 have two units placed symmetrically within the table surface
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Tapered cylinder bases create tables in four heights: 24", 29", 36", 42" Tapered continuous bases create tables in three heights: 29", 36", 42"
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